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elements in this country. It has not only rendered further moves in
the direction of conciliation very difficult but has in addition im-
measurably augmented the possibility of an attempt on the life of
Prince Konoye. He added that the Chief of Police this afternoon
had indicated the increased risk to the Prime Minister's life.
Mr. Terasaki conveyed an appeal to me from Admiral Toyoda
that I ask my Government to take the following three steps. Unless
these are taken, the Foreign Minister feared that Prince Konoye
• would meet with serious obstacles in his efforts to bring about an
understanding between the United States and Japan:
 (1)	The meeting between the two responsible heads of the American
arid Japanese Governments should take place without delay.   Delay
would afford those elements who oppose any attempt to conciliate
the United States an opportunity to organize their adherents and
to spread the idea to the Japanese public that Prince Konoye is
yielding to American pressure and, in seeking to reach an under-
standing with the United States in the teeth of what is publicly
regarded as provocative American measures, is exposing Japan to
humiliation.
 (2)	The United States Government should postpone the sending
of tankers to the Soviet Union at least pending the outcome of the
proposed meeting between the President and the Japanese Prime
Minister.   Mr. Terasaki told me that the Foreign Minister felt that
the dangerous temper of public opinion on the question of the tankers
could not be exaggerated.   He added in this Connection that accord-
ing to  information  reaching Japanese  authorities  five  American
tankers destined for Vladivostok have already passed through Tsugaru
or Soya Straits.
 (3)	The American Government, pending the proposed meeting
between the heads of the two Governments, should suspend the
order freezing Japanese assets in the United States.
Mr. Terasaki, again speaking for the Minister, emphasized to me
that the Japanese Government has dealt in complete frankness with
the American Government and has assured us that upon the settle-
ment of the China Incident Japanese troops at present in French
Indo-China would be withdrawn ; that the Japanese troops in Indo-
China would make no further move in that area ; and that Japan
would observe the treaty of neutrality with the Soviet Union so
long as that country adhered equally to the letter and spirit of the
same treaty. He explained that these- were the maximum assurances
and commitments which the Japanese Government was in a position
to assume at the present time. Since the Japanese Government has
gone the limit in giving these assurances, the Foreign Minister
believes that the American Government for its part should make
a maximum effort, along the lines of the three points outlined above,
in order to assist the Prime Minister in the course which he is pur-

